
Dear Colleagues, we realise these are very difficult times for you and are doing what we can to support 
you during this crisis, this includes

Daily monitoring of main activity recorded in all EMIS practices.  
The following codes are being reported out across each of the 7 boroughs of north east London

EMIS SystmOne
• Exposure to 2019-nCoV (Wuhan) infection
• Suspected 2019-nCoV (Wuhan) infection
• Tested for 2019-nCoV (Wuhan) infection
• Confirmed 2019-nCoV (Wuhan) infection
• Excluded 2019-nCoV (Wuhan) infection 

EMISNQEX58
EMISNQSU106
EMISNQTE31
EMISNQCO303
EMISNQEX5931

Y20ce
Y20cf
Y20d0
Y20d1
Y20d2

We will shortly be adding in codes for SystmOne into the dashboard.

The data is in a Power BI dashboard and published by the east London Health Partnership (ELHP) 
analytics team and can be accessed here:

CLICK on the URL Link to the dashboard - https://bit.ly/33u1I2W
You can ‘drill-down’ to practice level…. 

https://bit.ly/33u1I2W


CEG is collaborating with Primary Care Pathways (a company that develops GP software

https://primarycarepathways.co.uk/ ) who are also developing resources to assist GP practices with managing 

COVID-19.

UK Gov. has circulated guidance on main categories of RISK: 

A. At risk = social distancing.

B. Group1-3 Very High Risk = already contacted by UK Gov. = SHIELDING

The hospitals provided the list of these patients to NHS Digital who then sent out a mailing giving advice about 

SHIELDING. (ie. Stay at home and avoid face to face contact for 12 weeks.) Clearly this will miss some patients.

C. Group 4. Very High risk. = to be identified and contacted by practice. SHIELDING

This is a complicated list of patients who are a subset of ‘A’ above and there are still ongoing discussions with 

GP organisations about whether and how best GP practices should enact this Group C. In particular GPs require 

a code that would indicate if the patient notes have been reviewed. CEG has a search for C. but we are not 

circulating at present until the position is clearer.

CEG recommend not attempting to write any searches to identify these groups as we will provide a central 
resource once final confirmation is received from NHS E and NHS Digital

Equally we will discuss with commissioners on risk identification strategies.

CEG are producing a template to support both identification of patients with Covid-19 and management of at 
risk patients.  We are doing this in collaboration with local GPs from all boroughs of NEL.  This will be published 
shortly 

Referral support protocol – This will assist practices in deciding when to refer or what alternatives to use in the 
current climate

We endeavour to maintain normal levels of service during this time and will continue to deliver our contracted 
dashboards. We will be updating templates/protocols/documents as required and will be maintaining our suite of 
searches.
Tele-support We will support practices via e-mail and could also offer Zoom or Skype.

Direct log-in to practices CEG will ask practices to provide us with a login where needed so we can review and 
address any problems. Practices will still need to approve this individually and monitor as they would any other 
external contractor.

For all specific queries about Corona virus or Covid-19 please use our new dedicated e-mail account operational 
form the 26th March 2020

cegcovid@qmul.ac.uk

https://www.qmul.ac.uk/blizard/ceg/
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